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A new relation between extended C Wem sequences 
element) and additive permutations is presented. 
(i.e., Skolem sequences with one zero 
Skolem [lOI has considered in connection with a study of some triple systems of 
Steiner’ the following problem: is it possible to distribute the numbers 1, 
2 , * - * 9 2n in n pairs (a,, b,) such that b, -a, = r for r = 1,2, . . . , n? A set of pairs 
of this kind is referred to as a ‘1, + 1 system.’ 
We zan now define Skolem sequence of size n to be any sequence x1, . . _ , x2,, 
of positive integers with the following properties: 
(a) For any kE{l,..., n} there exist precisely two subscripts i(k), j(k) such 
that Xi(k) = Xi(k) = k. 
(b) The two subscripts satisfy the condition li(k I - j(k)[ = k, k = 1, . . . , n. 
Nowakowski [7] gives a detailed study of these Lnd related sequences; he also 
shows the equivalence between the original Skolem problem and the existence of 
a Skolem sequence (which he calls a Nickerson sequence): both problems are 
solvable far n = 0 or 1 (mod 4). 
An extended Skole sequence of size n will be defined as a sequence 
x1, l * * 9 J&+1 of nonnegative integers such that 
(a) There exists 
(b) For any r E ( 
Xi(r) = Xj(r) = r; moreover, it is Ii(r) -j(r)) = r, r = 1, . . . , n. 
’ For a compre y of Steiner triple systems t e reader is refsrred to 131. 
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p,,, q,,, q,, -2, * * * , 3, “I, 1, 3, * * * 9 q,, -2, q, where pII and q,* are the largest positive 
even and odd number not exceeding n, respectively. 
‘Fh:; following statement is easy to verify: for a given n, a Skolem sequence of 
size n exists iff there exists a generalized Skolem sequence x1, . . . , x~,,+~ with 
X2n * =a 
The reader can verify that the subscript j(O) of 0 in an extended Skolem 
sequence satisfies the condition j(O) = $r + 1)(3n + 2) (mod 2). 
Let s, denote an extended Skolem sequence of size tz. Then an extended 
Skolem sequence of size 3n + 1 can be constructed recursively as follows: The first 
group of II terms 3n, 3n -2,. . . , n+2 is followed by n+l terms 3rt+l, 3n-1, 
3n-3,..., n + 1, which is followed by n terms IZ + 2, n +4, . . . ,3n -- 2, 3n; then 
come n+l terms n-i-l, n-i-3,... ,3n - 1, 3n + 1 and finally the 2n + 1 terms of s,,. 
For further results on Skolem sequences and related problems the reader is 
referred, e.g., to [?I, [S], and [9]. 
These permutations have been introduced by Kotzig and Laufer in [4]; their 
relation to the perfect system of difference sets and extensions of these systems 
has been investigated, e.g., in [6]; for more about the perfect systems of difference 
sets see also [2] and [S]. 
We are going to consider here only the simplest case-the so-called (T- 
permutations. Let x be an integer, and let s be a positive integer. Let a = 
(a,,..., a,) be a permutation of x, x + 1, . . . : x + s - I and let f denote the 
fundamental permutation: f = (x, x + 1, . . . , x +s - 1). Then a is called a (T- 
pzrmutation if the vector sum o, -k f i:* again a permutation of x, x + 1, . . . , x + s - 
1. When working with the components of f we will occasionally write f = 
(fl. - - * ,fJ 
To learn more about the o-permutations let us observe the following: If 
a = (a,, . . .,n,), a+f=(a,+f,, . ., a, +f,) both are permutations of f, then 
1 1 i-1 i-1 
where CT = sx + 1/2s(s - 11 and thi:; implies CF == 0; it follows immedizltely that s is 
odd. 
If a/t: write s = 2n + I (-id-- llb~e n its a nonnegative integer) we get x = ---I?, 
x-t:,--l=n and f=Gr,-~+l,..., M + 1, n) , this is the case considered in [47. 
There is a rather surprisrng connection- at least for the authors--between the 
extended Skolem sequence., and the a-permut,aticns of the same size (a permuta- 
n) is called a c-permutation of size n.). This connection is 
Skolem sequen 2e.f; 13s 
. Let XI,. . * 5 -x&+1 be an extended Sk olern sequence of size n. Then there 
exists exactly one cr-permutation y -(y,, . . . Y~,,+~) of f = t-n,. . . , n) such that 
Iv I i - -XifOri=1,2 ,..., 2n+l. 
. (1) Existence of y. Let x =(x1,. . . , x2 ;+*) be an extended Skolem se- 
quence and, for each k = 1,. . . , n, let us find the IWO subscripts a(k), b(k) suet that 
Xn(k ; = Xb(k j = k and that b(k)-a(k)= k. Let us put yclCk,= k(=xnCkj), yhtk)= 
- k(= -xl,(k& Furthermore, let us put yaCo, = (1. It is now clear that y = 
(Yb l * ’ , y2”+,) is a permutation of f. Let t = y + f and let us examine the 
components (z,, . . . , i~~~+lj of 2. It is, for 16 k c n 
&l(k) = YaCk, +a(k)-n-l=k-n-l+a(k)=b(k)-rz+l, 
*b(k) = y,lk,+b(k)-n-l=k-n-l+i~(k)=a(k)-n-l, 
&(0, = Y,(O) +a@)-n-l=a(O)-n-l. 
(1) 
Let us denote by N the set of elements { 1,2, . . . ,2n + l}; moreover, for any 
real cy, let N+CY ==(l+cr, 2+cu,. . . ,2n + 1 + a). ‘Then (1) above defines a mapping 
of Won N-n-l={-n,-n-l-l,..., n}. In this mapping, each a(k) is mapped on 
b(k)-n- 1, and each b(k) is mapped on a(k) - n - 1; this means that z is a 
permutation of f- 
(2) Uniqueness of y. Let us assume that there exists a a-permutation v = 
(% * - - 9 u2n+J of f such that ~#y and that (tliI=Xi, i=l, 2,...,2n+r. Then 
there exists at least one k (1 s k G n) such that us(k) = -A, L/b(k) = k. Let us now 
examine the components ~u~,...,u!,,+~ of u=jl+f. For each l~(l,.. JZ} such 
that vacr, = 1, ~(1) = -l(b(l) -a(l) = I) we have again 
U,(I) = Q(I) +a(l)-n-l= b(l)-n- 1, 
um = Q(l) +b(l)-rs-l=a(l)-n-l, (2) 
uCm = u,(~, + a (0) - R -1 =a(O)-n-l. 
Let us now denote by M the subset of N containing a(0) and all the integers 
a(l) and b(l) such that b(l)-a(l) = I and that u,(~) = I, 21~~~) = -1. The formulae (2) 
define then a mappingof M on M-n-l: a(I)-*b(l)-n-1, b(l)+a(l)-n-l, 
a(O)+ a(O)-n- 1. We have at least one k such that z&(k) = -k, u,_,(k)= k, 
b(k)-a(k)=k; for this k, a(k)&M, b(k\$M, :30 that P=N-Mf9). Since P is 
finite it contains a minimum element-let us call it a(t) ( I S t s n, vatI, = 3). For 
any k E P we have 
&x(k) = ?-b(k) -+-a(k)-n-l== -k-n-l-t-a(k), 
4(k) - y,,,,+b(k)-n- 1 = k-r: -- 1 +h(k). 
(3) 
Since u is a permutation of f and 12j defines a mappin:: of 
e minimum element of ; this contradic- 
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The above theorem shows that each extended Skolem sequewlce generates 
exactly one a-permutation. It should be noted that, as, n increases, x:he number of 
extended Skolem sequences of size n appears to become considerably smaller 
than the number of o-permutations of size n; however, both quantities seem to 
increase fast with n. It has already been proved (see [I]) tilat the number 4(n) of 
Skolem sequences of size n (and, a fortion’, the number of extended Skolem 
seqcznces) satisfies the inequality 4(n) > 2[“‘81 for n = 0 or 1 (mod 4). 
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